Moving Toward Inclusion: Supported Decision Making and Goal-Driven Supports
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Learner Objectives:

1. Participants will be able to identify at least three domains to discuss with individuals with a disability label to provide input on the decision making process
2. Participants will be able to identify at least two examples of a 3-5 year vision.
3. Participants will be able to describe at least two types of natural supports available to an individual with developmental disabilities.
community  equal  support
choices  rights  valuable
access  opportunities
ability  respect
advocacy  dignity
opportunities  diversity
inclusion  unique
help  potential
Stay here.
Making Bad Decisions…Is it ok?
Levels of guardianship
Team makeup & concepts

**SUPPORTED DECISION MAKING**
- Legal
- Nursing
- Support Coordinator
- Family

**GOAL DRIVEN SUPPORTS**
- Paid Provider
- Friends / Family
- Support Coordinator

**PERSON CENTERED PLANNING**
- Therapists
- Community Liason
- Support Coordinator
- Family
- Paid Provider
- Job Coach

**INDIVIDUAL**

Helps decide the goal and give input
Acts on supports and implements goals

Identify supports, resources and responsible parties.
Person-Centered Planning

Identify Level of Guardianship

Goal-Driven Supports

Rework goal if it’s not working

Make new decision
Natural Supports